Software History

NOTE: Each release contains all solutions identified in the earlier version.

The latest software solves the issues below:

TPN151E_V2.560 (Date published: 2018-08-14)
- Distorted colour on Analog channel (Russia).

TPN151E_V2.550 (Date published: 2018-06-12)
- RCS/Digi CATV cannot find the radio channel - Romania.
- TV reboot after press on EPG RC key - Slovenia.

TPN151E_V2.540 (Date published: 2017-11-28)
- Initial DVB-C channel scanning with profile OTHERS result is 0 - Slovenia.

TPN151E_V2.530 (Date published: 2017-04-10)
- TV reboot with local DVB-C signal - Romania.

TPN151E_V2.520 (Date published: 2017-03-21)
- Local key pad behavior change (RC could turn on TV when LKB is off).
- Improvement teletext page 888 missing issue - Spain.

TPN151E_V2.500 (Date published: 2017-01-03)
- Improvement in DVB-S channel installation.

TPN151E_V2.490 (Date published: 2016-11-30)
- Channels were missing after overnight standby update - Croatia.
- TV switches to another regional broadcast transmitter – UK.
- Channel names are missing – Slovenia.
- Correction of translation error - Russia.

TPN151E_V2.480 (Date published: 2016-10-25)
- Improvement – Slow TV start up/TV stability.

TPN151E_V2.460 (Date published: 2016-10-17)
- Improvement in DVB-S channel installation.
- Further improvement - TV reboot/Hang up.
- Time zone error – Turkey.

TPN151E_V2.380 (Date published: 2016-06-16)
- Incorrect colour on Analog channel (Secam D/K, Russia only).
- Hang up at Philips logo.

TPN151E_V2.370 (Date published: 2016-05-19)
- Improvement in Software programming during manufacturing.

TPN151E_V2.360 (Date published: 2016-03-31)
- YouSee network frequency changed from 143MHz to 450MHz, Denmark.
- Update in Channel list (Swiss-German) - SFR info HD.
- Improves PQ in DVB-T HD content.
- Correction of translation error (Russia).

TPN151E_V2.330 (Date published: 2016-03-11)
- Switching channel is slow when volume OSD is shown on screen.
- Stability improvement.

TPN151E_V2.270 (Date published: 2016-01-29)
- Fransat certification - France.
- Voo cable certification - Belgium.
- Update in Channel list (Swiss) - TV5MONDE EUROPA, TV5MONDE, EuroNews.
- Canel+ STB (model G5) connectivity in HDMI mode.
- Improvement in broadcast EPG - DVB-T (Spain): Antenna3 / Antenna 3 HD.
- Improvement in power state.

TPN151E_V2.250 (Date published: 2015-12-08)
- TV reboot/Hang up after “Philips” Logo during start up

TPN151E_V2.200 (Date published: 2015-09-17)
- DVB-C channel lost upon Power On
- Unable to do PVR recording during standby mode

TPN151E_V2.180 (Date published: 2015-08-13)
- DVB-C, DVB-S, Channel number 244 - 300 (non-valid Channel) when selected does not tune to nearest available channel.
- Ability to tune to Turksat and Digiturk (specific to country Turkey only)
- DVB-C Favorite list service name is missing from the channel grid.

TPN151E_V2.130 (Date published: 2015-06-24)
- TV is continuous rebooting after connecting to AC mains.
- TV hang up in DVB-C and/or TV reboot in DVB-S.
- Correction of LED standby state (TV displays red light), RC key not able to wake up the TV.
- CI+ key is missing.
- Improvement in Channel zapping time in DVB-S/DVB-C.
- Local language translation revision.

TPN151E_V2.100 (Date published: 2015-05-06)
- Add new RU model in E-sticker.
- UI translation in some languages.
- To fix channel order issue.
- ARC behavior change in HDMI and PVR source.
- Optimization of backup data base time.
- DVB-S new channel behavior change.

TPN151E_V2.080 (Date published: 2015-03-26)
- Update Ambilight software V3.2.0 for 6300 series.
- Smearing horizontal scrolling text.

TPN151E_V2.070 (Date published: 2015-03-24)
- To correct UI translation in some languages.
TPN151E_V2.050 *(Date published: 2015-03-09)*

- Joystick no action randomly.
- DTV video is blank for 1 min with specific TS
- Translation improved.
- [Netherlands] Satellite list copy function abnormal.

TPN151E_V2.030 *(Date published: 2015-02-13)*

- Initial production software for H & T models.